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Facebook is giving cons umers more control over their data. Image credit: Facebook

By SARAH RAMIREZ

Social network Facebook is looking to assuage privacy criticisms by being more transparent with consumers about
where their data is shared.

T he new privacy feature, called Off-Facebook Activity, allows users to view a summary of the Web sites and mobile
applications that share information with Facebook, as well as clear the information if desired. T his new feature
comes after Facebook has repeatedly faced government and consumer scrutiny for mishandling users' private
information.
"Facebook is letting users control their data sharing in a way that is, at the surface of the platform, not buried in the
footer which is really unique," said Paige Montgomery, senior marketing manager at Intelligent Demand, Denver,
CO. "Usually the fine print and data sharing rules are buried within the company's privacy policies and within the
language that makes it almost impossible for consumers to understand exactly what type of data companies are
capturing on their Web sites.
"It's equally as confusing for the general consumer to understand how to opt out of things like third-party ad services
or retargeting unless you understand the tech in the first place," she said.
Privacy push
T he launch of Off-Facebook Activity is one of the tech company's first privacy initiatives since being hit with a
record $5 billion fine from the Federal T rade Commission.
As part of its settlement with the FT C, Facebook has agreed to launch more stringent data privacy policies within its
organization, including setting up more oversight within its leadership. Facebook has recently announced its vision
for more privacy on its platforms, but this FT C-ordered plan is on a bigger organization-wide scale than earlier
efforts (see story).
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Off-Facebook Activity is currently being rolled out to users in Ireland, South Korea and Spain, before being
implemented elsewhere.
Consumers will be able to see and control the data that third-party sites and apps send Facebook about their online
activity.
Users can disconnect this information, and they can even choose to disconnect future off-Facebook tracking from
their accounts. T his will be available for all off-Facebook online activity, or select apps and Web sites.
Once off-Facebook actions are cleared, the social network will remove users' identifying information from the data
sent by apps and sites. T his will also prevent Facebook from targeting advertisements on Facebook and Instagram
based on consumers' online activity.
"While a great deal of Facebook users are concerned about how their data is being used, chances are they have
already taken steps that already exist on Facebook through privacy settings to guard against that," said Katy Lucey,
director of paid social at T inuiti, Atlanta. "It's impossible to gauge whether we will see mass adoption or not."
T argeted online advertising is one of the revenue streams that keeps Facebook free for its billions of users. Brands
and businesses send consumer data to the social network by using online business tools, such as Facebook Pixel or
Facebook Login.
"For those heavily reliant on Web site retargeting, they might see reach within those audiences affected," Ms. Lucey
said. "However, other segments such as interests, demographics, list audiences and lookalikes won't be affected by
the change, so if brands haven't begun testing those out, they should explore their options there."
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Facebook acknowledges that allowing users to have more control over their data may have repercussions on
advertising.
"We expect [Off-Facebook Activity] could have some impact on our business, but we believe giving people control
over their data is more important," the company said in a blog post announcing the new feature.

Safeguarding data
Facebook is not alone in making privacy moves that may hamper marketers.
T echnology giant Apple is continuing its pro-privacy crusade, but its latest features may alienate many developers
and advertisers.
With Apple's forthcoming iOS 13, debuting this fall, it will be easier than ever for consumers to protect their personal
information and prevent third parties from exploiting user data.
One of the most important features is "Sign in with Apple," a new way for users to log in to mobile applications and
Web sites.
Apple will offer an option to create a unique, random email address that forwards messages to users' real inboxes.
Ultimately, this ensures that users' activity cannot be tracked within the app and tied to their profiles (see story).
Amazon's Alexa voice assistant and Echo devices have also been the subject of privacy concerns. Consumers can
be wary about adding devices with microphones or a camera to their homes.
With users increasingly calling for control over their data, Amazon is letting Echo owners delete everything that they
said in a day from recordings. T his command will eventually evolve to let users clear what they have just said to
Alexa.
As part of this privacy move, Amazon has created a new hub for its Echo devices that enables owners to understand
what information is being collected through the devices (see story).
"T he ability to serve consumers ads based on their actual interests and online behavior is incredibly valuable, so
losing that would be a disadvantage of course, but it might actually lead to more quality clicks, impressions and
cost-per-action in the long run," Intelligent Demand's Ms. Montgomery said. "Users who opt out of having their data
connected are probably not motivated buyers or the types of consumers who are likely to click that buy now' button."
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